WINTER NEWSLETTER
ISSUE 10

2019

Hello and welcome to winter Issue of our newsletter. There has been a
vast amount of progress over the past months endeavouring to secure
projects and improving the way we work, so read on for the latest
company news and some important information.
Remember if there is anything you want to add to the newsletter, just
shout!

H&S BLITZ

As the Summer goes and winter arrives, we are focusing on an area of
H&S which is significantly important with regards to our daily
operations - Falls from Height, and indeed the safe use of Ladders.
Falls from Height is a common cause of injury & one of the highest
causes of deaths within the Construction Industry. We do not want to
become a statistic within this area & of course we want to return home
at the end of the working day. Therefore take heed of this advice
regarding ladders/step ladders and where possible avoid, prevent,
arrest.
Ladders and stepladders are not banned under health and safety law.
In fact they can be a sensible and practical option for low-risk, short
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duration tasks. Prior to the use of any ladders, a Risk Assessment should
be completed to assess if using equipment offering a higher level of fall
protection is not justified because of the low risk and short duration of
use; or there are existing workplace features which cannot be altered.

An example of setting the
ladder in the correct 1 in 4
angle

As a guide, if your task would require staying up a
leaning ladder or stepladder for more than 30
minutes at a time, it is recommended that you
consider alternative equipment. You should only
use ladders in situations where they can be used
safely, eg where the ladder will be level and
stable, and where it is reasonably practicable to
do so, the ladder can be secured.

Further information can be found via your Site Manager, the HSE
website which has a guidance publication on the use of ladders
(http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg455.htm) or ask the Head Office to
email you a copy.
Some of the key primary areas of checking prior to use are as follows;






Check the stiles – make sure they are not bent or damaged, as the
ladder could buckle or collapse.
Check the feet – if they are missing, worn or damaged the ladder
could slip. Also check ladder feet when moving from soft/dirty
ground (eg dug soil, loose sand/ stone, a dirty workshop) to a
smooth, solid surface (eg paving slabs), to make sure the foot
material and not the dirt (eg soil, chippings or embedded stones) is
making contact with the ground.
Check the rungs – if they are bent, worn, missing or loose the ladder
could fail.
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Check any locking mechanisms – if they are bent or the fixings are
worn or damaged the ladder could collapse. Ensure any locking
bars are engaged.
Check the stepladder platform – if it is split or buckled the ladder
could become unstable or collapse.
Check the steps or treads on stepladders – if they are contaminated
they could be slippery; if the fixings
are loose on steps, they could collapse.

If any of the above issues arise, do not
use and speak with your Site Manager
immediately.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
This quarter we have had two milestone birthdays celebrating
List Frost’s 50th and Graham Slade’s 60th
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!PROJECTS WON!






















Manor Courtyard, Hitchin - Renovation & Alterations to existing
offices into flats & the new build of two executive homes in the
centre of Hitchin including a large remediation package
Woodlands Road, Great Shelford - A double storey and 1st floor
extension to create an open plan kitchen/diner, master bedroom
with en-suite and dressing room and further guest bedroom.
West Dene, Hemel Hempstead - The design and construction of 3
general needs houses
Greys Education Centre - Internal alterations to convert and existing
kitchen into a new office space as well as some modifications to the
existing teaching area
Weymouth Street, Hemel Hempstead - The construction of 4 1-bed
general needs flats
Kimbolton Road, Bedford - Demolition of a single storey side
extension, double storey rear extension and a garage to construct
a new double storey rear extension, single storey side extension
and front porch
Manor Close, Letchworth - A single and double storey rear
extension with some internal alterations
Gosmore House, Gosmore - The construction of a new two storey
house and external works
West Hill, Hitchin - A two storey side and single storey rear
Extension
Whetstone Road, Welwyn - A new single storey rear extension with
internal alterations
Silver Street, Ashwell—A new single storey rear extension with
internal and external alterations
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OFFICIALLY MASTER BUILDERS

You may remember back in the Winter
18 newsletter that the Houghton Hall
Visitor Centre won the LABC Building
Excellence Regional Award for Best
Small Commercial Project! Well once
again the prestigious project has been
given the recognition it deserves by
picking up a further two awards at the
Federation of Master Builders Awards,
winning the Eastern Region Master
Builder award for best Local
Authority/Public Sector Project and
also Commercial Project! It just proves
that the hard work by all the team was
worthwhile.
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STARS OF THE MONTH
In recognition for their hard work & efforts over the quarter, the
following personnel have won the Stars of the Month Award and collected the £50 M&S vouchers! Many Congratulations & keep up the good
work!
August
Chris Sharpe

September
Harry Townsend

October

November

Brendan Robinson
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HIGHLIGHT

The team has grown! M&E have complimented our hard working team
with two new operatives within the Plumbing & Heating side and also
taken on an Electrical Apprentice! Therefore we now can offer a full
M&E package for our clients. The team now consists of;
Electrical Installations Manager: Darren Godfrey
Electrician: Alistair Naseby
Electrical Apprentice: Korbyn Giddings
Mechanical Installations Manager: Harry Townsend

Plumbers: Brian Coleman and Josh Cullum
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PROJECT FOCUS - Etonbury School,
Stotfold
SPEED RACER
We’ve signed up to sponsor
Andy Collins in the BiSCA F2 Stock
Car, GOOD LUCK!

As a company we have recently completed the construction of a new
detached teaching block at Etonbury School. This project was carried out for
Central Bedfordshire Council. The steel frame structure consisted of four new
classrooms as well as a hall. As part of the works Modplan upgraded the
existing kitchen and a wide range of external works such as a new multi sport
court, a sports pitch other landscaping works.

On this particular project one of the main concerns was the timescale. We had
to complete the works in six months as the school needed the classrooms by the
start of the new school year. The Site Manager on this project Chris Sharpe
worked many weekends and late nights with the other workforce members to
make sure this deadline was met. Whilst carrying out some excavations on the
site for the external works a human skull was discovered. This at first was a
worry to the site team but a large group of licensed archeologists were
employed and removed any bones from site quickly so work could continue in
that area. Without the archeologists careful and efficient work this could of
lead to a delay of the project and handover.
ANY SUGGESTIONS OR INPUT FOR
THE NEWSLETTER OR H&S, PLEASE
CONTACT THE OFFICE
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PROJECT FOCUS - Marlborough SPEED
Road,RACER
St Albans
sponsor
We have just completed the above project,We’ve
which signed up to
was an existing building containing 10 bed sits,
Andy Collins in the BiSCA F2 Stock
which has been completely stripped out back to the
external brickwork, and reconfigured into 7 (1, 2 Car, GOOD LUCK!
and 3 bedroom) flats for Hightown Housing
Association.

Upon the project we had Contractors Design Proportion incorporating the M&E,
air handling/ventilation, steelwork and warranted damp proofing. These
works required specialist details to become approved and installed within the
programme restraints. During the contract we also were required to pay
respect and attention to the party wall requirements. This required constant
liaison with the adjoining neighbors and indeed we were required to gain
permission to complete certain works during certain time constraints. We also
were required to gain access to the neighboring properties to ensure that
chimney removals did not affect their dwellings and also to erect access
scaffolding to repair roof sections and replace windows.

Modplan is sponsoring the Luton Town vs Swansea City
Championship match on the 21st December
If you attend the match and purchase a
programme please keep a look out for the
few words our managing director Clive
Batchelor got to say about supporting
Luton Town since the sixties.
ANY SUGGESTIONS OR INPUT FOR
THE NEWSLETTER OR H&S, PLEASE
CONTACT THE OFFICE
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU
SPEED RACER
LISA FROST
We’ve signed up to sponsor
This quarter we’ve interviewed one of our staff members in the office, Lisa!
Andy Collins in the BiSCA F2 Stock
LUCK!
What’s your role at Modplan:Car,
I amGOOD
currently
working as a
Quantity Surveyor for both Modplan Building & Refurbishment Contractors Ltd and Home Improvements by Modplan
Ltd. I have been the QS on a range of different projects
from the construction of two new houses and 5no flats to
much smaller and simpler single storey rear extensions. On
these projects I carry out valuations, sub contractor procurement and any other jobs that relate to the financial
running of the project.
What is your previous experience and qualifications: I did
my HND at Anglia Ruskin University. After completing the course I was employed by a Main Contractor who enabled me to complete a part-time QS degree at the same university and later became a member of the MCIOB. I left
that company after eight years to raise my two children. I did look for part time
work as a QS but this proved difficult. After ten years when the children were
older I managed to get back into the building industry and joined a much larger
company. After a period of time I felt the politics of a larger company didn't suit
me so I looked for a smaller local contractor and that is when I found Modplan.
What do you enjoy about Modplan: I really like the atmosphere within the
office as it is a family run business. Even though Modplan has contracts which
are large because it is all local work using local contractors it gives a very different feel than other much larger companies I have worked for in the past.
What do you enjoy doing out of work: There are a few things I like to do out of
work one of which is walking, as I live in a village that has a lot of areas to go
walking. I also regularly play board games with a group of friends that I have.
It is always a good laugh and a great way to catch up with people I do not see
as much as I would like. I am also into a wide variety of rock music and try to
get out and see as many concerts or festivals as possible. This year over Christmas I have a months trip to New Zealand planned with my husband which is a
place I have always wanted to visit.
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MODPLAN SECRET
SANTA 2019
As it is coming up to Christmas and we recently did our office secret
Santa here are some photos of everyone opening their presents!

UNTIL NEXT TIME
If over the coming months you think there is something of merit worth
including or there is a subject you would like to add to the Spring
Newsletter then please do let us know!
ANY SUGGESTIONS OR INPUT FOR THE NEWSLETTER OR H&S,
PLEASE CONTACT THE OFFICE
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